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We are currently working on the preparations for
TEDxKanata, happening March 31st, 2016, as well
as our annual Career Fair in April.
Please keep in touch with our office and, if we can be
of assistance in any way, never hesitate to call on us!
As always, thank you for your interest and I hope
you enjoy this month’s issue.

Jenna Sudds
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A KANATA NORTH YEAR IN REVIEW:
GROWTH, ACHIEVEMENTS &
MILESTONES INCLUDING HIGHLIGHTS
FROM THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
What a year. 2015 was an extraordinary time in Kanata North. We’ve
rebranded our organization as the
Kanata North Business Association
(KNBA), dropping the BIA acronym
from our name. We crossed our
first major milestone by bringing to
the community a highly successful
TEDx- Kanata event, in addition to
an International Tour and Dinner that
brought in over 28 ambassadors from
a variety of countries, expanding international relationships and increasing
awareness of this talented and unique
technology hub.
The completion of our Economic
Impact Study, Market Gap Analysis and
the development of a new marketing
campaign are additional milestones
for our organization this past year.
With our continued focus on talent
initiatives, we launched a brand new
HR Leaders Council to address the
needs of our business community,
with support by the Telfer School
of Management. We brought in the
universities to discuss their student
co-op programs and hosted a second
record-breaking Career Fair in April,
attracting over 1200 job seekers and
36 employers recruiting for more than
300 jobs securing the reputation as
the best technology job fair in the
region.
In 2015 we attrac ted over 650 0
participants to our events, and made
important strides in the development
of the City’s Economic Development
Strategy for 2014-2018. With the inclusion of the “Kanata Technology Hub”
initiative by the city, we see this as a
distinct commitment to this business
community over the next 3 years.

Our quarterly networking events
provided additional opportunities
to bring the business community
together, and our summer lunch time
activities afforded employees in the
area with options and benefits enjoyed
by many. In the coming year we will
expand our efforts to meet the needs
of businesses by introducing additional support for the HR Community
with an online jobs portal, in addition
to hosting another newly branded
career and technology event titled
TECHNATA.
2016 will also see the full rollout of
the #SeriousTechlivesHere marketing
campaign, driving home the message
that Kanata North is the best place to
start and grow a technology business.
We’ll be highlighting the incredible
opportunities here for both businesses
and talent.
In three short years, the Kanata North
Business Association has made significant achievements in representing
the area and its businesses. We’ve
grown our employee base and have
doubled our online community and
social networks.
At our recent AGM last November
we highlighted some of our goals
and plans for 2016, and we are
excited to get started on the path to
achieving them.
Check out a few of the highlights of
our efforts in 2015, as presented at
the AGM:

Business Highlights

• $27,000 in grant money (partly from
the City of Ottawa) in addition to the
levy (more than double that of 2014)

• Hosted 26 Chinese delegates from
Shanghai on a tour and information
sharing session
• Updated the Business Guide
Brochure with a new map and listing
of businesses in the area
• Updated database of 500 business
members and 37 property owners
Completed Economic Impact Study
and Market Gap Analysis
• Hosted International Tour and
Dinner for 28 ambassadors and 110
dinner guests
• Doubled number of followers in
social media networks
• Grew TEDxKanata 2015 online reach
to over 329K and overall views to over
953K
• Removed 43 acts of graffiti and had
a proactive weekly sweep conducted
• Featured 173 job listings in our
job board and 152 events in our
events calendar
• Installed 75 street banners to
promote Kanata North and upgraded
the Kanata North sign on March Road
to LED, reducing ongoing maintenance costs

Marketing Highlights

• Earned $37,000 in sponsorship and
advertising revenues, a growth of 50%
over 2014
• Launched two “Keep it local!”
campaigns featuring eight different
companies with four weeks of advertising in the spring and fall edition of
The Kanata Kourier-Standard
• Partnered with several leading
event s, including A xis Ot tawa,
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Intercultural Dialogue InstituteCarleton University, Halogen Breakfast
Seminar, The Learning Partnership’s
Annual Invention Convention, the
H.R. Summit and Wavefront Summits,
CENGN, GTEC 2015, TiECon 2015, and
the “Technology, The Fourth Utility”
conference. We also promoted over
60 business and community events in
our email newsletter.

2016: Goals and Work Plan
Branding Kanata North as a
Destination:

• Welcomed a total of 6,542 participants at all our events

• In 2016 we’ll begin the rollout of our
Marketing Campaign with the launch
of print, digital and video components
that will brand and promote Kanata
North as a destination choice for technology companies and creative talent.

• Increased media attention with 17
Newspaper articles, two TV appearances and a CBC Radio interview
• Over 100 articles written about local
businesses in The Kanata Networker,
gaining 2,200 new readers
• Supported fundraising initiatives
for Heart & Stroke Foundation, KRP
Red Dragon fundraiser, Lumiere Gala,
and hosted Charity BBQs at our lunch
events for Ottawa Network for Education, Ottawa-Carleton Lifeskills, and
CrimeStoppers
• Grew email subscribers by 23% and
blog subscribers over 30%

• For our Kanata North Branding
Initiative we developed a Destination
Campaign Steering Committee and
compiled results for our strategic
messaging from a variety of focus
groups and interviews with corporate
stakeholders.
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With the immense popularity of our
early Spring Career Fair, we will once
again host another with the introduction of a newly branded Career and
Technology event titled: TECHNATA.
This event will be geared to showcase
Kanata North’s tech landscape and
key business sector.

Continue to Provide Valuable
Networking Opportunities

As the Kanata North Business Association, we will continue to drive
relationship building with the expansion of local networking opportunities
to further forge community ties. These
will include more sector-specific
professional events, conferences and
strategic partnerships with business
and employee recognition programs,
the continuation of general networking
evenings on a quarterly basis and lunch
time activities for the local workforce.

KNBA will continue to build upon relationships with key contacts at major
universities such as uOttawa, Carleton
and Algonquin College, in addition
to the Telfer School of Management,
which will assist with talent programs
and support for our HR Leadership
Council initiatives.
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Host job fair under a newly
branded event TECHNATA!

• This will include pursuing strategic
partnerships with local and national
media outlets to build awareness of
the success and innovation of Kanata
North, focusing first on strengthening
regional awareness, then provincially
and nationally.

Further Integration with
Universities/ Colleges

For more details on our stats check
out our “2015 In Review” lnfographic

business community. Furthermore, we
will continue to explore all possibilities
in land appropriation for universities
and the value that their presence will
bring to this area.

We will facilitate stronger relationships with the academic community,
by hosting additional co-op events
and information sessions for the local

TEDxKanata 2016 Event

KNBA is excited to begin plans for our
2nd TEDxKanata event taking place on
March 31st 2016 at Brookstreet Hotel.
This year we are going bigger and
better and will begin introducing the
seven chosen speaker profiles over the
next couple of months.
New this year will be the introduction
of a TEDxKanata set design competition that will be open to all businesses,
schools or creative individuals.

Complete our Street Banner
program

Over the course of the summer we
will be completing the installation of
additional street banners lining the
streets of the Kanata North tech park,
to further improve the visual appearance of our business community and
foster community pride.
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HR Leadership Council
initiatives:

KNBA will work with local companies
on addressing international recruitment issues and mentoring programs,
as well as management leadership
skills and training needs. Together
we will explore best practices and
HR management tools that can
best assist our HR leaders. This will
include a professional development
program; “Foundations of Tech Sector
Leadership.”
We will challenge universities to
explore the possibility of developing a
tech sector leadership certificate that
will focus on developing both soft and
hard skills.
The HR Leadership Council will
research additional programs that
address skills gap, succession planning, and talent mapping. A new
job portal and online forum will be
developed for our website for local
businesses to share talent searches
and position needs.

Development of a CEO
Advisory Group

KNBA plans to engage more CEO-level
business leaders in local organizations, seeking out their expertise
and support of strategic initiatives.
Assembling an advisory group will
strengthen the KNBA’s mission in
providing tangible value, and offer
an opportunity for senior executives
to meet, discuss and network on key
business initiatives.

International Diplomatic Tour
and Dinner Event

2015 saw the first -ever diplomatic
tour of the Kanata North Business and
Technology Centre. Our organization
is pleased to be planning a 2nd edition
of this event for our local business
community.

Continued Advocacy

Continue with our advocacy efforts
of previous years on behalf of the
local business community on issues
of concern.

Work with local businesses IN 2015
regularly to consult and proactively
identify issues. We will leverage the
insights we’ve gained through our
Economic Impact Study and Market
Gap Analysis and find ways to improve
weaknesses. We will develop an action
plan for the refresh on the Transportation Master Plan.

Positive Results

The total economic impact across all
17 export and local sectors of Kanata
North is disproportionately large
relative to the population. Kanata
North is creating over 30,600 jobs,
and contributes about $7.8 billion in
total net economic activity.
We look forward to serving you in 2016
and hope that you all have a healthy
and prosperous New Year. Please
don’t hesitate to reach out to us to
share your ideas and success stories,
and to discuss your concerns. We
thank you for your continued support!

KANATA TECHNOLOGY OFFICE LEASING TEAM

PERFORMANCE
DELIVERED

in 2015

For more information on the sale or
lease of commercial real estate in
Kanata, please contact:

OLIVER KERSHAW*
Associate Vice President

OVER

20
Transactions
Completed

475,000

47

Sq.Ft

Million

Of Space

in Total Deal
Value

CBRE Limited | Ottawa
+1 613 288 1584
oliver.kershaw@cbre.com
www.cbre.ca/oliver.kershaw

LINDSAY HOCKEY*
Associate Vice President
CBRE Limited | Ottawa
+1 613 782 2943
lindsay.hockey@cbre.com
www.cbre.ca/lindsay.hockey

CBRE Limited | 333 Preston Street, Suite 700 | Ottawa, ON | K1S 5N4 | www.cbre.ca
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ENTREPRENEUR SPOTLIGHT
GRANT HALL, FOUNDER & CEO,
NUVYYO
developments, I’m able to position the
company and its products for success
today and for years to come.
Q: HOW HAS YOUR PAST
EXPERIENCE IN THE TECH
SECTOR PREPARED YOU FOR
THIS ROLE?
Throughout my business career I
have been fortunate enough to have
spent time in many different roles. I
have always been interested in entrepreneurship and consciously moved
around when I had the chance to
get the broadest possible exposure
to every aspect of the tech business.
Starting at Gandalf, and including
many years at Newbridge, Alcatel
and Nortel, I have worked in product
development, product management,
marketing and even sales.
Grant Hall founded Nuvyyo in 2010
with the launch of JetstreamHD, a
device that instantly creates a private
media-streaming cloud in the security
of your own home. This past year,
Nuvvyo launched their second device,
called Tablo, a DVR for TV antennas
that targets the growing trend of
mobile TV consumption. Nuvyyo was
recently recognized by Forbes as one
of the Top 10 companies disturbing
the TV industry, taking note of the
tremendous success of Tablo.
Q: WHAT DOES YOUR ROLE AS
CEO OF NUVYYO ENTAIL?
My role is to understand the marketplace and make strategic decisions
about the direction of the company
and its products, from feature sets
and technology par tnerships to
distribution channels and manufacturing. By staying on top of industry
trends and ever-changing regulatory

Q: WHAT DOES THE COMPANY
NAME “NUVYYO” STAND FOR,
OR REPRESENT?
I was searching for a name that
combined the concepts of new, and
video, and streaming and through
some online research and creative
spelling, I found that Nuvyyo.com
was available and the name was born.
Meanwhile the Tablo product brand
evolved from strategic branding
discussions around the name Nuvyyo,
TV, Tablets, and our touch-screen
interface. We wanted it to be friendly,
approachable and fun. We also loved
the fact that the phonetic twin of Tablo
(Tableau) literally means “picturesque
grouping of objects” which represents
our user interface as well.
Q: WHAT MAKES NUVYYO’S
MOST RECENT DEVELOPMENT,
TABLO, STAND OUT FROM THE
COMPETITION?

Tablo is a next-generation DVR that
plugs into an HDTV antenna to capture
free, local HDTV broadcast programs
including news and sports within the
US and Canada without the expense
or commitment of cable or satellite
contracts. Unlike traditional DVRs that
are connected to one TV, Tablo does
not feature an HDMI connection. Tablo
connects to your home network using
WiFi or Ethernet to stream content
to any connected device inside your
home or anywhere you have internet.
For streaming content to big screen
TVs, Tablo lets consumers choose
the HDMI interface device that best
meets their personal preferences
and content choices. Over 16 million
U.S. households already own a Roku,
Chromecast or AppleTV; Tablo was
designed to take advantage of these
economically attractive device options
rather than requiring consumers to add
yet another proprietary set-top-box to
their increasingly crowded entertainment centres.
Q: HOW DID THE IDEA FOR
TABLO COME ABOUT?
Tablo was an evolution of our first
product, the JetstreamHD, a hardware
device that lives on your home network
and streams all of your content (music,
movies, photos and live TV) from your
home to your iPad over the internet,
wherever you are. When we added TV
to the JetstreamHD, we were shocked
by the quality and the quantity of free
HDTV that was broadcast by every
local station in North America.
I recognized that there was an opportunity to apply the same technology
that delivers the intelligent streaming
capabilities of JetstreamHD to this
free HDTV content received through

an ATSC Antenna. That’s when I chose to pivot the company to focus exclusively
on delivering the best possible experience for watching and streaming live and
recorded HDTV via a Netflix-style interface on tablets, smartphones and Smart
TVs. Since then, Tablo has gotten excellent reception from industry experts and
consumers alike and it’s earned its place as a compelling option within an already
competitive marketplace that includes the likes of TiVo and ChannelMaster.
Q: NUVYYO WAS RECENTLY RECOGNIZED BY FORBES AS ONE OF THE
TOP 10 COMPANIES DISTURBING THE TV INDUSTRY. HOW DID YOU
AND YOUR TEAM FEEL ABOUT THIS RECOGNITION?
Obviously we were thrilled to be recognized as a disruptive company in an
industry dominated by very large multi-nationals. We felt especially proud to
be the only Canadian company included in the list.
Q: WHAT’S NEXT FOR NUVYYO?
The Nuvyyo team will be in Las Vegas, exhibiting at CES (the largest Consumer
Electronics trade show in the world) in January demonstrating Tablo and
launching some new product features as well as an enhanced Whole-Home
DVR experience that you can’t even get from your cable or satellite providers.
Stay tuned.
Since the delivery their first Tablo beta unit in January 2014, in just two years
Nuvyyo have made tremendous strides. They now have “major retail partners
and a growing legion of amazing customers in every single US state as well as
many Canadian provinces” according to a recent holiday blog post, and 2016
should see even greater growth!

GRANT’S TOP 3 PIECES
OF ADVICE FOR
ENTREPRENEURS
1. Think big. Think disruptive. All
too of ten, Canadian companies’
vision of success is not as grand as
that of our American neighbours. To
truly compete on a global scale, you
mustn’t settle for viability, you must
aim to disrupt your industry with innovative/inventive solutions that not only
go beyond what the competitors offer,
but beyond people’s expectations
entirely.
2. Be patient and persistent. Don’t
expect overnight success. Persistence is a key requirement for any
entrepreneur.
3. Evolution happens. Adaptability
can mean the difference between
a dead-end and a new opportunity.
Don’t be afraid to change your strategy
based on what you have learned.

My job is so meaningful. I’m here
to help my residents enjoy their
retirement years.
CLAIRE, GENERAL MANAGER
WORKING AT CHARTWELL SINCE 2005.
CHARTWELL.COM

Learning Series:
Make us part of your story.
20 Shirley’s Brook Dr., Kanata
613-663-2967

SUPPORTING
YOUR AGING
PARENT
Call for details.

Conditions may apply.
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SOLACE SYSTEMS RECOGNIZED
IN DELOITTE’S FAST 50™ AWARDS
FOR FIFTH STRAIGHT YEAR
By JS Communications

For the fifth straight year, Solace
Systems was named one of
Canada’s fastest growing technology
companies in the Deloitte Technology
Fast 50™ awards, based on its
percentage of revenue growth over
five years.
“Our track record is really a testament
to our ability to help companies
manage the rapidly increasing volumes
of information that place escalating
demand on business and consumer
services,” says Craig Betts, CEO,
Solace Systems.

“SOLACE WAS THE FIRST
COMPANY TO FOCUS ON
USING HARDWARE TO
INTELLIGENTLY ROUTE
REAL-TIME INFORMATION,
LONG BEFORE MOST FOLKS
REALIZED THAT A TIDAL WAVE
OF REAL-TIME INFORMATION
WAS COMING OUR WAY.”
Founded in 2001, Solace found a
successful niche in high-performance
message routers, which allow companies to more efficiently move real-time
information across their business and
around the world.
“By creating special-purpose message
routers that make networks application-aware, Solace makes it easy for
companies to manage and share
unprecedented amounts of data,”
says Betts. “Reinventing this essential
application connectivity layer from the
ground up is what has made us one of
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Canada’s fastest-growing companies
over the last 10 years.”
Some of the companies they have
worked with include Barclays Capital,
Bet365, the United States Department
of Homeland Security, Menards and
more.
“As the leading provider of this type
of technology, Solace is engaged
with companies at the leading edge
of this trend in many industries, not
just historically data-driven industries
like finance and telecom, but ‘brick
and mortar’ businesses that deal with
physical goods like manufacturing,
retail and transportation,” says Larry
Neumann, Vice President of Marketing,
Solace Systems.

EVOLUTION AND EXPANSION

Solace Systems is a born and bred
Kanata success story—and happy to
be.“CEO Craig Betts founded Solace
in Kanata to leverage the area’s wellearned reputation as a hotbed of

innovation and source of world-class
talent in the areas of networking and
network equipment,” says Neumann.
“Being located in Kanata Research
Park has been instrumental in building
an outstanding team of engineers and
executives with expertise in this area,
from companies like Alcatel, Cabletron,
Cisco, Newbridge Networks, Nortel
and Equant.”
Solace focused on research and development fueled by early customer input
from its founding in 2001 through first
product shipment in 2004.
“Solace was the first company to
focus on using hardware to intelligently route real-time information,
long before most folks realized that
a tidal wave of real-time information
was coming our way,” says Neumann.
“That first-mover advantage has put
us on the front lines of meeting the
needs of companies looking to ride
that wave, in terms of R&D and helping
customers overcome the challenges
they’re facing in this area.”

Q/A CORNER

ROXANNA GRECCO
PRESIDENT, BAIRD
BENEFITS PLUS
Q: WHAT IS THE NO. 1 MISTAKE
YOU SEE PEOPLE MAKING?

The G.R. Baird Financial Group is a
full service financial firm with over
75 years of combined experience.
Its pillars of strength are wealth
management, retirement and estate
planning. The focus of Baird Benefits
Plus is on design, implementation and
the ongoing servicing of group benefit
and retirement plans. They excel in
employee group benefits and group
retirement services along with key man
insurance solutions, business financial
and succession planning.
Q: PLEASE BRIEFLY DESCRIBE
YOUR ROLE AT BAIRD
BENEFITS PLUS.
As president at BBP I work closely with
HR professionals and business owners.
Listening to and understanding our
clients is key to the success of our
clients – and to our growing business.
I have over 15 years of experience in
financial services and have a deep
knowledge of the challenges they
face, both administratively and financially. I use that experience to create
value-added services. For example,
our team provides administration of
our clients’ plans. That’s a huge bonus
for our clients and something they
have come to rely on.
Q: WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE PART
OF YOUR JOB?
I have many favorites but the most
rewarding part of my job is the confidence and faith that is bestowed on
me by our clients. I do not take this
lightly. Our clients know they can
depend on me and on our team at
Baird Benefits Plus.

The number one mistake we see is
that employers and employees do not
fully understand the breadth of their
benefits, whether they are health and
dental or retirement plans. At BBP we
ensure that the employers and each
employee fully understand the scope
of their benefit packages which helps
with long- and short-term planning.
We accomplish this through our
workshops, seminars and one-on-one
consultations. We can state with confidence that each one of our clients is
obtaining value from their plan by
dealing through us.
Q: WHAT IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT THING PEOPLE
NEED TO REMEMBER WHEN
SETTING UP THEIR
RETIREMENT PLAN?

Q: WHY SHOULD BUSINESSES
COME TO YOU?
At BBP our clients can depend on
us for all aspects of their business.
Our relationship does not end when
the contract is signed; it is just the
beginning! If you are looking for
success and true employer-employee
satisfaction with your plans, the key
to this is the value-added proposition
that surrounds them.

People need to remember their
contribution formula and to ensure
they are taking advantage of the
employer matching component. We
work with employees to ensure they
fully understand how the contributions work and confirm that individual
assets are complementing their group
retirement plan. This is a process that
should be reviewed periodically. This
holistic approach we offer is key to
retirement success.

Not many private insurance firms in
Canada can offer our support and
infrastructure to their group clients.
At BBP, our administrative team and
team of professionals have the infrastructure to offer numerous services
at no added cost:

Q: WHY IS KANATA NORTH A
GREAT PLACE TO HOUSE
YOUR BUSINESS?

• H.R. summits

There is a buzz in Kanata North!
Kanata North is a dynamic, diverse
and growing business community
that is energized by youthful exuberance, cutting edge technology and
innovation, and backed by years of
experience and expertise. It is a great
place to run and grow your business.

• Third party administration
• Claim submission
• One-on-one consultations

• Seminars
• Tax and legal advice
Experience the Baird difference!
For any further information, please
feel free to contact me at rgrecco@
bairdbenefitsplus.com.
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NANOMETRICS NEW INDUCED
SEISMICITY MONITORING NETWORKS
MONITOR SEISMIC ACTIVITY FOR
OIL & GAS OPERATORS IN NORTH
AMERICA
Q: HOW DID NANOMETRICS
FIRST GET THEIR START?
Nanometric s Inc. is the worldrenowned expert in real-time seismic
monitoring for critical operations, with
30 years’ experience delivering superior solutions across the globe. The
Kanata-based company has sales
offices in Calgary, Houston and Beijing,
employing a staff of 120 people
engaged in operations, instrument
design, software and hardware development, and service and installation.

The company was started by Robin
Hayman, who initially began the
company as a geophysics consulting
business. His first big break was a large
software contract with the Geological
Survey of Canada. He also designed a
digital recorder that helped Nanometrics to get its start in instrumentation.
The first customer was from Iceland
who is still using the digitizer 25 years
later.

Nanometrics recently launched an
Induced Seismicity Monitoring (ISM)
network in the Duvernay zone near
Fox Creek, Alberta. The network uses
the same highly sensitive and accurate technology used by regulators,
enabling operators and regulators
to see the same seismic data, with a
greater level of detail.

Q: YOU’VE RECENTLY LAUNCHED
AN ISM NETWORK IN THE
DUVERNAY. CAN YOU TELL US
A LITTLE MORE ABOUT THE
TECHNOLOGY BEHIND THE
NETWORK DEVELOPMENT
AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE?

We contacted the company to get
more details on their historic journey
in the Seismology business.
Q: CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT THE
TYPES OF PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES NANOMETRICS
PROVIDES?
We are a world-class provider of
precision instrumentation, network
technology and software applications
for seismological and environmental
research. We also have an active
research and development group that
consists of scientists, geophysicists
and seismologists, who are researching
seismology and publishing papers on
an ongoing basis.
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We entered the Oil & Gas market
over four years ago, as our seismic
technology and expertise is complimentary to this market (hydraulic
fracturing). We provide monitoring
solutions for oil and gas operators
who are using hydraulic fracturing to
extract oil or natural gas (Wiki definition here). British Columbia (BCOGC)
and the Alberta Energy Regulator
(AER) regulate hydraulic fracturing
and want operators to monitor for
seismicity, whether that is naturally
occurring or induced by fracking.
In the past, the public has associated
seismicity with very large earthquakes
in tectonically active areas such as
California. Large events in the rest of
North America have rarely been felt.
Recently, these “felt” events have
become more frequently detected in
areas that are tectonically quiescent

(at least to the level of being felt by
local residents) and it is thought that
this is directly related to oil & gas
operations (including fluid injection
wells and hydraulic fracturing).
Independent induced seismic monitoring is key to the solution that we
provide. Many oil and gas operators
and regulators agree that operating
within these regulations can be accomplished using a real-time induced
seismicity monitoring and notification
system. Acquiring, processing and
posting accurate and reliable data in
real-time is essential to the solution so
that Oil & Gas operators can intervene
before low magnitude events become
large enough to be felt - and before
regulators have to step in and take
action.
Nanometrics offers a real-time monitoring system that directly addresses
this issue. We work closely with operators, academia and geological surveys
to establish an accurate and reliable
monitoring system that will provide
precise data and remove uncertainty
and confusion from the equation. At
the heart of our monitoring solution
is sound science, supported by bestin-class instrumentation and in-depth
knowledge of seismology.

Q: HAS THIS TECHNOLOGY BEEN USED IN
EARTHQUAKE FAULT ZONES IN OTHER AREAS
AROUND THE WORLD?
Earthquake monitoring technology is our core business
and has been so for 30 years. We are the world’s
leading supplier of broadband seismometers and
seismic monitoring networks, which monitor earthquake
activity around the world, e.g. early warning systems for
monitoring Tsunamis and Volcano eruptions. We provide
mission critical seismic networks that provide analytical
and diagnostic data to governments and institutions in
earthquake prone countries as well as instrumentation for
seismology and geophysics research applications. (You
can see some of the public seismic networks that we
monitor on athena. nanometrics.ca).
Q: HAS THE KANATA NORTH TECHNOLOGY PARK
ALWAYS BEEN HOME FOR NANOMETRICS? WHAT
ARE SOME OF THE BENEFITS OF HAVING YOUR
COMPANY LOCATED IN THIS AREA?
Kanata North has always been home to Nanometrics.
Located at the corner of Herzberg and Terry Fox Drive,
the company originally rented the top half of the
building at 250 Herzberg, which was later purchased
and renovated by the company to expand the building.
Two other buildings on Herzberg and Legget have since
been purchased in order to accommodate the growing
company, which includes R&D, Systems Engineering,
Software Development, Sales & Marketing and
Manufacturing.
One reason the company has done so well can be
attributed to its state-of-the-art technology. However,
they did point out that another key success factor in
the stability and longevity of the company is directly
attributed to its people. “We have individuals who have
been working with us for over 20 years,” said Neil Sriggs,
Co-CEO, Global Operations. “The importance placed on
work-life balance is an important part of our culture, and
this particular region seems to cater to that balance quite
well, which contributes to us finding and retaining high
calibre talent.”
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HOLMES & BRAKEL BUSINESS
INTERIORS:
CREATING DYNAMIC WORK SPACES
IN THE OTTAWA REGION FOR OVER
15 YEARS
By JS Communications

Since opening its doors in Kanata
in 1998, Holmes & Brakel Business
Interiors has remained committed
to delivering quality products and
services, allowing the company to
work with some of the most reputable businesses and organizations in
Kanata and the greater Ottawa region.
“We are right in the hub of the IT
sector in Kanata, which means a
great deal of office space to use our
expertise,” says Kristin Olsen, General
Manager, Holmes & Brakel Business
Interiors. “Not only that, but all of
our competitors are in the east end,
making this a prime, strategic location
for us.”

Holmes & Brakel is an innovative
full service contract office furniture
supplier with over 35 years of success
and stability.
“When opening its doors in 1975, the
decision was made to choose Pickering, Ontario as Holmes & Brakel’s
headquar ters with the vision to
become a contract interiors business
that would work with clients on a local,
national, and international scale,” says
Olsen. In 1980, the company took a
step forward, establishing itself as a
wholly owned independent installation
and service company to satisfy an
increasing demand for quality office
furniture installation by providing wellequipped, trained crews of installers
who could handle large projects in a
professional manner.

“Our multiple locations, installation
services, project teams and network
has set us apart from our competition
over the years,” she adds. “We have
developed strong and longstanding
relationships with our clients—a testament to Holmes & Brakel’s success.”
Within Ottawa, Holmes & Brakel has
worked on many notable projects,
including Algonquin College ACCE
Building and Student Commons, ZTE,
and Statistics Canada.
“One of my favourite projects has
been working on the Algonquin
College Bookstore. We were able to
supply everything from shelving and
custom display cases, to mannequins,”
says Robert Carreau, Senior Account
Executive, Holmes & Brakel Business
Interiors.

“Today, Holmes & Brakel has developed into a mature and profitable
company, with locations across North
America,” says Olsen. “We are focused
on servicing all industry sectors, and
we represent some of the finest office
furniture manufacturers in the region.”
Workspaces for ZTE Corporation, outfitted and
installed by Holmes & Brakel Business Interiors.

The Algonquin College Connections bookstore, outfitted and installed by Holmes & Brakel Business Interiors.
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A CHAT WITH

DARRELL WELLINGTON
HARDWARE R&D MANAGER, SYNTRONIC
Syntronic is a global design house founded
in Sweden in 1983. Syntronic specializes
in electronics and electro-mechanics,
supporting its customers throughout
the development process. Since its
founding, Syntronic has expanded to
include multiple locations across Europe
and Asia. However, the grand opening
of Syntronic Research and Development
(R&D) Canada at 555 Legget Drive marks
the first Syntronic location in North
America—a very exciting development
for both the company and the Kanata
Research Park. For the occasion, we asked
Syntronic Hardware R&D Manager Darrell
Wellington a few questions.
Q: WHAT DOES SYNTRONIC
SPECIALIZE IN?
We focus on customers in the telecom,
wireless, defence, med-tech, industrial,
and automotive industries. We don’t
develop many of our own products—any
intellectual property we invent while
we work on our customers’ products is
transferred to our customer. Syntronic
offers hardware development, software
development, manufacturing, test system
development and support, as well as
aftermarket support. There are not many
competitors that can compete with the
breadth and depth of our offering on a
global scale.
Q: WHAT DOES YOUR ROLE IN THE
COMPANY ENTAIL?
I was the first Canadian employee of
Syntronic, officially starting with the
company on August 25th, 2014. My role
as Hardware R&D Manager is to come up
with creative proposals and solutions

Ribbon cutting at the grand opening on
Syntronic R&D Canada, December 4, 2014.
Left to right: Jack Maclaren, Ambassador for
Sweden to Canada Per Sjögren, Hans Molin,
Marianne Wilkinson, Jim Watson, Thanh Hua.

to help Syntronic customers to develop
and produce their products. I focus on
the customers’ particular challenges,
which could include shorter time to
market, higher quality, lower cost, and / or
improved performance. My team includes
wireless designers, digital designers,
analog designers, project managers,
configuration managers, verification
specialists, and more.
Q: WHAT PROMPTED THE NEW
CANADIAN SYNTRONIC FACILITY?

This is the first Syntronic R&D site in North
America. In order to offer our customers
global support we needed to create a
North American presence. Having offices
in Europe, Asia, and now North America
allows us to cover the major time zones.
We have been doing business in the United
States as well as Brazil but supporting it
through our offices in Sweden. When we
discussed our plan with some key global
customers they thought it was a great idea
as it allows us to support them locally,
around the globe. We plan to support
future work in North and South America
through our office in Kanata.
Q: WHAT WILL BE THE FUNCTION OF
THIS NEW FACILITY?
From our Canadian location we offer
turnkey produc t development and
onsite consultants. We can work with our
customers’ teams onsite, or work from
our office and state of the art laboratory performing hardware and software
development.
Q: WHAT IS THE MAKEUP OF YOUR
SYNTRONIC TEAM, AT THIS STAGE?
We currently have 30 employees at our
Kanata location. We have a very strong
design and verification team, and collectively, we have extensive experience in

Syntronic R&D Canada team members. Left to
right: Art Levo, Charles Lalande, Thanh Hua,
Raman Sharma, Lan Qiu and Ben He.

telecom, wireless and defense. Our office
has space for up to 70 employees and we
are targeting to grow our team to around
60 by the end of 2015.
Q: WHAT ARE THE FUTURE PLANS
FOR SYNTRONIC CANADA?
In the short term, we are growing our
software development team. At Syntronic
we look for employees with a wide range
of experience. We plan to increase our
hardware team with more junior design
and verification members. Most importantly, we plan to work and partner with
more local and global customers. We
are looking for opportunities to quote
competitively on new business and earn
more good references.
Q: WHY WAS KANATA THE IDEAL PLACE
FOR SYNTRONIC TO LOCATE ITSELF?

Kanata was the ideal place for Syntronic
due to the high concentration of talented
potential employees as well as being
a location for some of our key global
customers and many other potential
customers in the industries we focus on.
Canadian culture is very close to Swedish
culture, which made the initial startup
easier. Our Kanata location will also
make any future expansion into the rest
of Canada and the U.S. a smaller step.
Q: ANYTHING EXTRA YOU WOULD
LIKE TO SHARE WITH READERS?
I would encourage your readers, if they are
developing any kind of electronic or elec-

tro-mechanical products, to contact
Syntronic. We can help everywhere
from idea to finished product and
beyond. I can be reached at dawe@
syntronic.com.

Display from Syntronic’s open house on
December 4th, 2014, showing some examples
of Syntronic’s past projects.
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